
 “I FEEL SOME SORT OF ATTACHMENT WITH SARA ALI KHAN AND ALIA BHATT” – PREITY 

ZINTA 

~The actress will co-host a show on BIG FM and entertain listeners for a week~ 

After making her comeback in Bollywood with the film ‘Bhaiaji Superhit’, Preity Zinta is all 

geared up to make her radio debut and entertain her fans in this new avatar of the Radio 

Jockey with BIG FM, one of the largest radio networks in India. The multi-talented actress has 

turned into BIG MJ of the Week and will be co-hosting a show in the afternoon time band with 

BIG MJ Dilip. During these conversations, the actress will share some interesting anecdotes 

from her childhood, how she never thought of becoming an actor, her favourite romantic 

scenes in the movies she's starred and last, but not the least, her attachment with Sara Ali Khan 

and Alia Bhatt among many other things.  

One of the things the actress will be asked about is the most romantic thing ever said to her 

character in a movie, to which she states , “Two films I will never forget is, one where Shah Rukh 

reads from the diary where there is nothing written in Kal Ho Na Ho. That was such a beautiful 

scene. My second favourite once again has Shah Rukh when he keeps quiet for Zara for 25 

years.” 

Preity Zinta will also shed some light regarding her connection with the most talked about star 

kids of B-town Sara Ali Khan and Alia Bhatt. Preity stated, “I have done a lot of films with Saif, so 

I have seen Sara grow up. She used to come on the sets and greet me by saying “Aadaab” in 

style. She always wanted to be an actress so I knew she would be an actress. I wish her all the 

very best because I feel a sort of attachment with her. I feel the same attachment for Alia Bhatt 

because she played the younger me in Sangharsh. That time she was very ‘golu molu’ and 

everyone used to call her ‘aalu’. She always used to say, when I grow up, I will be an actress. 

There is a certain attachment when you see little kids.”   

After a long wait, Preity has finally made a comeback in Bollywood with her recent release for 

which she had to undergo various preparations. “I was very nervous as I was acting on screen 

after so long. I thought if I have forgotten how to act but later I mugged all my dialogues with 

the help of Meenu ji, my dialect coach who actually helped me throughout”, the actress shall 

reveal on the show.  

BIG MJ of the Week witnesses well-known personalities from the film industry becoming co-

jocks and hosting a show with other MJs from the radio station. In the recent past, leading 

artists of Bollywood such as Aamir Khan, Tabu, Sanjay Dutt, Hema Malini, Ayushmann Khurrana, 

Rohit Shetty, Irrfan Khan among others have become ‘BIG MJ of the Week’ and extended their 

support to this unique concept on BIG FM. 



Catch the actress and listen to the fun filled conversation in the afternoon time band with BIG 

MJ Dilip this whole week only on 92.7 BIG FM  


